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STRONG. RELIABLE. SECURE.

Pro-gard™
PRODUCTS LLC.

pro-gard.com
Pro-gard™ Products LLC., A Castleray Company, was established in 1968 with one mission in mind; to build a better protective product for the officer during prisoner transports. We provide the safest, most durable law enforcement products designed to perform on the open road. We take pride in the craftsmanship and quality that goes into making our products some of the most secure and reliable in the industry.

**STRONG. RELIABLE. SECURE.**
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Our patented Pro-cell Prisoner Containment Systems are the solution for fleets that need to achieve total prisoner containment during transports. For officer safety and convenience, we offer the latest designs for single and dual prisoner transports in Sedans and SUVs and Pickup Trucks. Economically friendly, each our three Pro-cell styles comes with everything needed to provide fully contained prisoner transport options.

**P1000 is available for the following vehicles:**
- Chevy Caprice, Impala, Tahoe
- Dodge Charger, Durango, Ram 1500
- Ford PI sedan, PI utility, F150

800.480.6680
The P1000 Half Cage offers a greater level of containment than standard partitioned vehicles by restricting the prisoner to only half of the back seat. This half Pro-cell partition's versatile design allows full functionality of the driver’s seat along with the convenience of additional storage space behind the driver.

- Single Prisoner Transport
- Driver’s seat has full range of space and recline
- Mount single or dual weapons with a GPC Series Pro-cell Weapon Mount
- Clear, Polycarbonate Divider compartmentalizes the prisoner area
- Provides additional storage space behind the driver’s seat
- Available for Sedans and SUVs
P1826 DUAL PRISONER TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The P1826 advanced design is the solution to safely transporting multiple prisoners: male/female, juvenile/adult, etc. This Pro-cell partition’s versatile design compartmentalizes the back seat to accommodate two prisoners providing the officer maximum efficiency and safety.

- Full Cage with Full Roll Bar
- Dual Prisoner Transport
- Available for Sedan and SUVs
- Mount single weapons with a Horizontal Partition Mount or dual weapons with a Vertical Partition Recessed Mount

P1826 shown for the Chevy Caprice, Impala, Tahoe
Dodge Charger, Durango
Ford PI Sedan, PI Utility

P1826  DUAL PRISONER TRANSPORT SYSTEM

P1826 shown in the Chevy Tahoe with optional Outboard Seat Belts

Tri-Lock Vertical Partition Mount Gun Rack available in P1826 Pro-Cell Prisoner Containment System

P1826 shown in the Ford Police Interceptor Utility

P1826 shown for the Dodge Charger

P1826 shown for the Ford Police Interceptor Utility with optional Outboard Seat Belts

P1826 shown for the Dodge Charger

P1826 shown for the Ford Police Interceptor Utility

P1826 shown in the Dodge Charger
The P1500 offers a higher level of containment than the standard partition by confining the prisoner to only half the back seat. The unique half partition with full roll bar design creates additional storage space behind the officer’s seat while adding structural integrity to the vehicle.

- Half Cage with Full Roll Bar
- Easy to clean and sanitize surfaces
- Single Prisoner Transport
- Available for Sedans Only
- Driver’s Seat: Full Travel and Substantial Recline
- Clear, Polycarbonate Divider

P1500 is available for the following vehicles:
- Chevy Caprice & Impala
- Dodge Charger
- Ford PI Sedan

PRO-CELL FEATURES
- Airbag Compatible Wings
- All necessary equipment included
- Polycarbonate Center Divider
- Heavy-duty Steel Construction
- Aluminum window frame
- Durable Powder Coated Finish
PARTITIONS

Pro-gard Products’ Partitions are the solution for fleets who want complete prisoner containment, officer safety and comfort. Our partitions are carefully engineered for maximum strength, durability, security, and ease of installation.

VIPER™ SHIELD ENHANCED SPACE SAVER PLUS PARTITION

The VIPER™ Shield Rapid Deployment System takes protection outside of the vehicle with the officer. This lightweight shield is provides portable ballistic protection for officers against the uncertainties they face daily.

- Additional protection for exposed vital areas
- Rated NIJ IIIA
- Shield has a transparent, ballistic view port with a flexible, Velcro® handle and armband
- T-handle mounted on B-Pillar behind driver for rapid deployment
- Includes Recessed Panel and a Pair of Lower Extension Panels
- Compatible with our AOI™ Side Curtain Airbag On/Off Control Switch
- Available for the Chevy Tahoe & Suburban, Dodge Charger, Ford Police Utility Interceptor

SPACE SAVER PLUS PARTITION

The Space Saver Plus Partition offers a high level of safety and comfort for the driver while offering increased leg room for the passenger side prisoner while allowing officers to easily load the prisoner. The Space Saver Plus’ unique design assists in eliminating obstructions that might otherwise impede loading and unloading prisoners.

- Driver seat maintains full travel
- Provides maximum clearance for loading prisoners and increased legroom during transport
- Flexible Airbag Compatible Wings
- Includes Recessed Panel and a Pair of Lower Extension Panels
- Available for the Chevy Tahoe, Silverado SSV, and Suburban, Dodge Charger and Durango, Ford Police Sedan Interceptor

PARTITION WINDOW OPTIONS

- Nine styles to choose from
- Interchangeable with all Pro-gard Partitions
- Ergonomic latches
- Easy to clean

00 Passenger 1/2 Sliding Polycarbonate Window
02 Stationary Polycarbonate Window
04 Center Sliding Polycarbonate Window
05 Full 7 Gauge Steel Wire Screen Window
12 1/2 Polycarbonate 1/2 Expanded Metal Window
13 Vented Stationary Polycarbonate Solid Window
14 Polycarbonate Center Sliding Window with Expanded Metal Insert
16 Stationary Polycarbonate Window & Center Metal Insert
17 1/2 Slider Polycarbonate Window with Expanded Metal Insert
All of our partitions are built to withstand aggressive prisoner assaults and are designed for the uncertainties officers face daily, giving them peace of mind.

### SPACE SAVER PARTITION

The Space Saver Partition’s patented design offers maximum clearance for loading and unloading prisoners. It’s recessed panel gives officers additional space for mounting weapons or accessories.

- Allows superior clearance for loading prisoners and increased legroom during transport
- Includes Recessed Panel and a Pair of Lower Extension Panels
- Available for the Chevy Caprice, Impala and Tahoe, Dodge Charger and Ram SSV, Ford Police Sedan Interceptor, Police Utility Interceptor, Expedition SSV and F150 SSV

### STANDARD PARTITION

The Standard Partition is engineered to allow full travel and substantial recline of the driver’s seat. This partition’s patented design allows officers to safely and securely store weapons, maximize space, maintain visibility and preserve officer safety.

- The unique mounting style maintains the comfort and full functionality of the driver’s seat
- Includes Full-Width Lower Extension Panel for total enclosure of the prisoner transport area
- Transferable between vehicles with transfer kits
- Compatible with the GVPM & G4906 Series gun racks
- Available for the Chevy Caprice, Impala and Tahoe, Dodge Charger, Ford Police Sedan Interceptor and Police Utility Interceptor

### PARTITION FEATURES

- 9 Window Configurations Available
- Airbag Compatible Wings
- Optional Horizontal or Vertical Mount Gun Rack
- Heavy-duty 14 gauge Steel Construction Design

- Aluminum window frame
- Durable powder coated finish
- All necessary components included
WINDOW ARMOR AND ABS DOOR PANELS

Our Rear Window Armor and ABS Door Panels are engineered to maximize window and interior door protection. Providing further security to the prisoner by removing interior access to window controls, door latches, and door locks. The Rear Window Armor allows officers high visibility while maintaining prisoner control.

- Window Armor is available for use with OEM and Pro-Gard’s ABS Door Panels
- Poly Window Armor features a reinforced steel frame
- Steel Bar Window Armor eliminates costly replacements
- ABS Rear Door Panels eliminate any prisoner access to interior window controls, door locks, and latches
- ABS Rear Door Panels surfaces resist pathogens
- Does not interfere with side curtain airbag deployment
- Sleek product design offers a clean, finished look from both the interior and exterior
- Designed for full visibility

TRANSPORT SEATS AND FLOOR PANS

Our Transport Seat and Floor Pans provide a safer and a more sterile option for officers to transport prisoners. These professionally engineered products feature a smaller profile that fits further back into the rear seat cavity, allowing better control when loading and unloading prisoners.

- Designed specifically to eliminate gaps and crevices where contraband may otherwise be hidden
- Drain hole grommets provide a watertight seal between the pan and undercarriage for fluid drainage when cleaning
- High visibility gray finish
- Molded from a single high strength sheet of ABS for durability
- ABS material resists pathogens & biohazards
- Outboard Seat Belts available
Our Cargo Barriers provide an essential barrier between the cargo area and the passenger area of the SUV. The barrier helps eliminate prisoner access to the cargo area of the vehicle while providing maximum space and protection for both the prisoner containment area and cargo storage area from loose equipment.

- Secures cargo area from the passenger compartment
- Extra mounting surface for electronics and accessories
- Poly Window enclosure maintains security and visibility
- Wire Screen Window maintains open airflow
- Powder-coated steel frame
- Mounts using existing OEM points
- Utilizes side curtain airbag wings

Prisoner Transport Lighting is engineered to give officers maximum visibility in passenger and cargo areas. Our lightweight, easy to install low-profile LED lighting provides both white lighting for a harsh contrast or ambient red lights that allows eyes to quickly adjust in the dark.

- Low-profile design
- Mounts to the headliner
- Sold in pairs w/15’ lead wire & three-way rocker switch with three settings (white, off, red)
- Rubber flange mount included for a finished look when installed
- Minimal .31 amp draw with 250 lumen white output/140 lumen red output

Illuminating the prisoner transport area is simple with our easy to install, LED lighting.
Our patented Tri-Lock Vertical Partition Mount configuration is designed to fit a wide variety of weapons. Holding two long guns and one handgun, this gun rack is engineered for quick and ready access by virtue of its convenient location.

- Available for either single or dual long-gun mounting
- Fits our Space Saver Plus, Space Saver and VIPER Shield Partition
- Maximum flexibility to accommodate various weapon types and accessories
- Does not require the use of our “Gun Rack Order Form”
- Recessed Panel required for installation
- Mounts vertically on Pro-gard Partitions
- Adjustable brackets and lock heads
- All Tri-Locks come with our Hand Gun Lock Box

Our gun racks offer multiple mounting options from vertical to horizontal. Each gun rack comes equipped with an 8 second timer and momentary switch to allow for immediate access to the weapon. We offer three types of key overrides for our gun locks; Straight, Vending, or Handcuff key.
The GPC Series Gun Rack is engineered for use in Pro-gard's Pro-cell Half Cage Pro-Cell single Prisoner Transport System. The GPC series can be configured to fit a wide variety of weapons and mounts up to two long guns vertically on the partition.

- Single or dual long gun mounting
- Accommodates numerous weapons
- Mounts vertically to either of our P1000 or P1500 ½ Cage Partitions
- Adjustable brackets and gun locks

The G5000 Series Gun Rack is a single weapon mount which can secure a wide variety of weapons. The Universal Partition mount gun rack typically mounts horizontally to the top of the partition between the window and the roll bar, however it can be mounted on any flat surface.

- Mounts horizontally on Pro-gard Partitions
- Mounts on any flat surface
- Available for single weapon mounting
**TRI-LOCK SELF-SUPPORTING GUN RACK**

Our **Tri-Lock Self-Supporting** Gun Rack can secure up to two long guns and one handgun and is within easy reach of the officer. The Self-supporting Mount is perfect for detective, supervisor, and other fleet vehicles that do not utilize a partition.

- Mounts vertically in between the driver and passenger seats
- Minimal interference with driver’s range of motion
- Mounts vertically on a Self-Supporting Mount
- Adjustable brackets and lock heads
- Does not require the use of our “Gun Rack Order Form”
- All Tri-Locks come with our Hand Gun Lock Box
- Mounts to OEM locations in most vehicles

**GUN RACK FEATURES**

- Single or Dual Vertical Weapon Mounting
- Black powder coated finish
- Easy to install
- Momentary switch and 8-second timer
- Customized to meet each weapon’s specifications
- Choose from Straight, Vending, or Handcuff gun lock override keys

---

Tri-Lock Self Supporting Gun Rack shown in the Chevy Tahoe
Our **GTM Series** Trunk Mount Gun Rack is available for single weapon mounting in the vehicle’s trunk and can be customized to match most weapons. The mount utilizes the existing OEM frame for an easy installation and is perfect for supervisor, detective, and other fleet vehicles where a partition is not installed.

- Designed to fit the specific, special purpose of each vehicle
- Custom fit to eliminate road rattle
- Single weapon mounting
- Simple “Gun Rack Order Form” completion will allow us to build each rack to your specifications
- Currently available for the Dodge Charger and Ford Police Sedan Interceptor

---

**SPECIALTY MOUNT GUN RACKS**

**MOTORCYCLE MOUNT**

The **GMM Series** offers an AR single weapon mounting solution for motorcycle patrol units. Our Motorcycle Mount provides officers the ability to carry a long weapon and offers the added security of our locking gun racks.

**SINGLE VERTICAL MOUNT**

The **G4906 Series** is a single weapon vertical partition mount which can secure a wide selection of weapons. It’s narrow design allows for multiple gun racks to be mounted side-by-side.

---

Gun Locks are determined by a combination of mounting location, weapon type, and weapon accessories. In order to secure the best fitment, we build the gun rack around each specific weapon.

Choose from three styles of key override: Straight, Handcuff or Vending.

All gun racks come equipped with an 8 second timer and momentary switch that allows for quick, easy access to the weapon(s).
TRUNK AND CARGO AREA ORGANIZERS

Pro-gard’s Trunk and Cargo Area Organizers are expertly designed for individual vehicles. Our heavy-duty organizers fit seamlessly into the contours of the spare tire well taking advantage of this under-utilized space in police vehicles. The lightweight ABS construction is extremely durable, allows for easy access to contents, and provides maximum protection while the vehicle is in motion.

- Vehicle specific design
- Lightweight ABS construction
- Removable dividers allow officers to personalize their organizers
- Hinged lids allow for easy access
- Heat & cold resistant providing maximum protection

SEAT ORGANIZERS

Pro-gard’s Seat Organizers create the perfect solution for storing small essential duty gear or files that can be easily reached. Our portable design allows officers to easily remove their organizer from the vehicle before the next shift.

- Portable design allows the organizer to move from car to desk to home
- Attaches to almost any flat surface
- Three Available Styles: Multi Slotted, Portable Printer and Open Slotted
- Pliable steel straps easily adjust to fit any OEM seat
- Lightweight durable ABS construction

TRUNK AND ELECTRONIC TRAYS

Trunk Trays offer both a storage platform as well as an electronics mounting surface that retracts into the trunk. This durable, easily operated product is the solution for keeping loose equipment secure and wires free from entanglement.

- Suspended mounting
- Multiple mounting points on mounting brackets for location flexibility
- Tray clearance varies by vehicle offering maximum storage
- Glide Track with full extended length ball bearing slides
- Durable, black powder coated steel resists corrosion
- Latches keep the tray firmly locked
- No Holes Drilled for easy install
- 100 lbs. capacity
CARGO SECURITY COVER

Safely stows away a wide range of equipment in the cargo area of the SUV. This unique SUV security solution is easy to install and will hinder theft by keeping items out of sight, essentially creating a trunk in the SUV while providing additional mounting surfaces for accessories, weapons, electronics, and duty gear.

- Safely conceals equipment, gun racks, tools, electronics, and officer gear
- Additional mounting space for weapon racks and gear
- Available for use with or without our Cargo Barrier
- Multiple slits for securing items down with bungee cords
- Steel constructed frame
- Heavy-duty rubber mat extending the full width of the vehicle’s cargo area
- No Holes Drilled for easy install
- Securely mounts using existing OEM mounting points

Clearance Space Beneath Cargo Security Cover:
- Tahoe: 45” deep x 20” tall x 48” wide
- Utility: 40” deep x 16.5” tall x 41” wide
- Durango: 40” deep x 16.5” tall x 41” wide

WEAPON AND STORAGE DRAWERS

More fleets are converting to SUVs for patrol vehicles, these lack the ability to conceal weapons like the trunk of a sedan offers. We have engineered the perfect solution with our locking Weapon and Storage Drawers. These innovative and durable drawers are designed to help segment the cargo area, creating manageable spaces to store duty gear, weapons and equipment.

- Aluminum drawer comes with a push button lock release/ handle combo for one-handed entry
- Protects weapons against moisture, sunlight, and regular wear and tear
- Weapon Drawer features a programmable lock and two lever latches
- Maintains vehicle’s OEM visibility
- Can accommodate weapons up to 40” long in a Ford PIU & 43” long in a Chevy Tahoe
- Mounts with or without our Cargo Barrier
- 12.25” of clearance underneath in the Ford PIU
- 12.75” of clearance underneath in the Chevrolet Tahoe

Wood Weapon Storage Drawer Dimensions
- Tahoe: 23” deep x 11.5” tall x 47” wide
- Utility: 18” deep x 11” tall x 44.5” wide

Aluminum Storage Drawer Dimensions
- Tahoe: 23” deep x 11.5” tall x 47” wide
- Utility: 18” deep x 11” tall x 44.5” wide

Aluminum Storage Drawer shown in the Ford Police Interceptor Utility

Wood Weapon Storage Drawer shown in the Chevy Tahoe

cargo.security.cover.com
HD PUSH BUMPERS

Our HD Push Bumpers are engineered to offer law enforcement the best solution when it comes to officer and vehicle protection. Uniquely designed for each vehicle make and model for maximum coverage, durability and visibility. The HD Push Bumpers steel construction allows officers to move stranded vehicles to safety without fear of compromising the bumper structure.

- Sized to fit the vehicle - available for sedans, trucks and SUVs in sizes that match the grill profile
- Fits the contours of vehicle providing complete coverage and visibility
- Solid weld, rugged steel construction, offering a more durable life of the bumper
- Auxiliary light mounting platform - various mounting slots provide multiple options for mounting warning lights
- Integrated mounting design - will not interfere with the SRS airbag system
- Sturdy rubber padding covers surface area encasing bumper edge providing maximum coverage
- No Holes Drilled installation utilizes existing OEM holes and slots for quicker installation

Choose from All Red/White, All Blue/White, or Half Red/White

Half Blue/White Integrated LEDs

INTEGRATED LED OPTIONS
- Integrated, Whelen® ION™ Duo™ Smoked Lens LED Light-bars
- Sedan features 2 ION lights
- SUV choose either 2 or 4 ION lights
- Wide variety of light color options
- Wire Covers to enclose wiring
**REAR WINDOW GUARDS**

Our Rear Window Guards are the perfect theft deterrents for the cargo area in SUV by adding a layer of protection to the vehicle while enhancing officer safety.

- 3 Piece Window Guard Set
- Provides Maximum Visibility
- Prevents break-ins due to the highly visible cargo area
- Fits Ford’s Police Utility Interceptor with or without the Ford “Ready for the Road Rear Lighting Package”
- Installs underneath window trim

**BALLISTIC DOOR PANELS**

The NIJ Level IIIA Ballistic Door Panels offer maximum coverage to give officers added protection from open fire while in their vehicles. Our expert design optimizes the coverage area for each unique make and model. The weatherproof panels feature vehicle specific designs that are made for both driver and passenger side doors.

- Kevlar® Ballistic Door Panels add less overall weight to vehicle
- Humidity and weather resistant
- No interference with window operation
- Bolt-in design requires no vehicle modifications
- Independently tested to meet NIJ standards
- Level IIIA panels protect against bullets up to a 44 Magnum as well as, all threat types listed in IIA, and II NIJ Testing Level Specifications

**SKID PLATES**

Our Skid Plates are professionally engineered to prevent costly damages to a vehicle’s undercarriage. Offering maximum protection from the daily grind of high-speed pursuits, cutting through rough terrain or pushing stranded vehicles off of medians.

- Provides an added layer of protection underneath the vehicle that is otherwise exposed
- Easily accessible for routine maintenance
- No Holes Drilled utilizes existing OEM mounting points
- Powder-coated steel construction
Our patented AOI Electrical Front Passenger, Driver and Side Curtain Airbags On/Off Control Switches provide officers the solution to perform without the threat of damage to themselves or vehicles when their airbag is deployed. The side curtain switch protects after-market mounted equipment and uses rigid ¼” thick wing partition filler panels. Each switch is tested to meet all federal requirements.

**FRONT PASSENGER ON/OFF SWITCH**

- Key operated switches deactivate airbags on the passenger side dash
- Key can be left on, to protect passenger
- NHTSA allows vehicles used in emergency situations to install frontal airbag deactivation switches
- Most municipal insurance plans compensate for airbag deactivation switches
- Smaller remote status lights are available when the airbag switch is mounted in a location that obstructs visibility to the driver
- Eliminates encounters between airbags and after-market equipment mounted in airbag’s deployment zone

**SIDE CURTAIN ON/OFF SWITCH**

- High visibility, LED light indicating if airbag protection is turned on
- Small profile box fits easily under the dash or in other confined spaces
- Key operated switches can be turned off to protect equipment mounted in the airbag deployment zone or turned on to protect a passenger seated in the passenger seat behind the airbag
- NHTSA allows vehicles used in emergency situations to install frontal airbag deactivation switches
- Light is on if the airbag is turned off

Use rigid ¼” wing partition filler panels without the worry of them shattering from side curtain airbag deployment

aoielectrical.com
SAFESTOP VEHICLE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM

Once turned on, the Safestop Anti-theft System allows the vehicle to remain running while removing the ignition key. With ignition key removed, the shifter is locked and anti-theft functions cannot be overridden by turning off the toggle switch.

THE KEY IS THE KEY

- Vehicle protection is engaged once key is removed
- With key removed, the shifter is locked in park
- Gun Lock Secure feature prevents the theft of weapons stored in an electronic gun rack
- Trunk Lock Secure prevents access to trunk and contents
- Allows the vehicle to remain running after key is removed
- Vehicle maintains complete functionality of most electronic operations without leaving the vehicle vulnerable to theft
- Low profile housing fits below the dash
- Brake Pedal Override kills the engine
- Minimal amp draw

Pro-gard’s SAFESTOP® Vehicle Anti-theft System protects your fleet and officers with the turn of a key. Our product’s “Always On Protection” component prevents vehicle theft and provides weapons, electronics and expensive duty gear 24/7 protection.

24/7 ALWAYS ON PROTECTION
SHIFT LOCK OUT
BRAKE KILL OVERRIDE
GUN LOCK SECURE
TRUNK LOCK SECURE

safestopinc.com
STRONG. RELIABLE. SECURE.
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